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Here comes CockSurfing, the Swiss army knife for gay travelers
A cross between a social networking for gay backpackers and a dating site with a little bit of activism.
It offers useful information, advices, accommodation between users and dozens of groups.
It already has 12.000 cocksurfers from 112 countries.

CockSurfing is more than the gay version of the well-known Couchsurfing. It has profiles with the hobbies and the
preferences –even the sexual ones- of the users, who can be travelling and looking for a place to sleep, invite to crash
on their sofa or bed, or maybe just wanting to meet men with similar interests in one of the groups inside the site.
The network, as carefree as the gay community itself, is a mix of travelling and dating, or the possibility of both things
without having to compromise at all. It’s unique in the market and aspires to be even more.
“We currently offer accommodation and contacts inside our community, but we want to expand ourselves and
provide useful information, advices and discounts to create an exclusive network for the cocksurfers. We expect to be
the Swiss army knife for any gay traveler”, explains Diego Rosero, one of the creators of the project.
With this idea in mind, the ultimate goal of CockSurfing is to create the sense of community and overpass the image,
sometimes a bit stereotyped, of the gay collective: “We want to give the social networking a political and activist
character. Yes sex, travels and music… but without forgetting that we are complex human beings”, appoints.
In addition, through its blog, CockSurfing is seriously compromised with the LGBT cause, a flag that the founders of
the project, masters of the art of couchsurfing and marketing, raise proudly.
Born in 2013 and without investing “a penny in publicity”, says Rosero, the website counts nowadays with more than
12.000 active users from over 112 countries. Mostly from United States, France, Germany and Spain.
There’s a CockSurfing community woven in hundreds of cities and with thousands of experiences that show that the
platform is ready to become a benchmark and revolutionize the market. Al-Mahdi @lmdh20, a German cocksurfer,
summarizes it perfectly:
“Meeting boys on the Internet was very common for me. But I got bored because it was always the same: Chat-MeetHave Sex. With Cocksurfing I get to know people that share, at least, one passion with me: Travelling”.

contact: info@cocksurfing.com

